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Pronunciation guide dictionary

Pronunciation is the action or way to speak a word. For various reasons, many words in English are not pronounced as they are spelled, and some sounds can be represented by more than one combination of letters. Consider, for example, that the words do, were, and fuzz all rhymes with each other. EtymologyFrom Latin, to announce Spelling and
pronounce[T] he most common of all complaints to the BBC relates to the subject of pronunciation. And sloppy speech is the accusation that has most often been mentioned. ... In almost all cases the words called sloppy are actually perfectly normal pronunciations in everyday speech, and everyone uses them. They include such forms as Feb'ry for
February, lib'ry for library, Antar'tic for Antarctica, which'matic for asthmatic, twelfth ths for twelfth, patien's for patients, reco'nize for recognize, and so on. It's actually very hard to say some of these words in their 'full' form - try pronouncing the other t in patients, for example. . . . Most listeners give only one reason for their complaint: a letter is there in
spelling, and so it should be pronounced. This is yet another example of the widespread belief . . . that speech is a bad relationship with writing. We must always remind ourselves that the speech came first . . . and that we all learn to speak before we learn to write... We should also remember that pronunciation patterns have changed radically since the days
when the spelling system was established. English spelling has not been a good guide to pronunciation for hundreds of years. (David Crystal, English language. Penguin, 2002)The Endless Decline (1780)[T] he considers previously paid for pronunciation has been gradually declining; so that the greatest irregularities on this point are found among people of
fashion; many pronunciations, which 30-40 years ago were limited to the vulgar, are gradually gaining in; and if nothing is done to stop this growing evil and set a general standard at the moment, the English will probably become a pure jargon, as anyone can pronounce as he pleases. (Thomas Sheridan, a general dictionary of the English language, 1780)
The English alphabet[p]laywright George Bernard Shaw . . . called for a new alphabet and new orthography to prescribe an official pronunciation, and he left little money in his will as a cash prize for someone who could come up with a new English alphabet... Shaw was consumed by the idea that people, especially children, waste time learning a 'silly
orthography based on the notion that the spelling business is to represent the origin and history of a word rather than its sound and meaning.' (David Wolman, Righting native language: From Olde English to email, the tangled history of English spelling. Harper, 2010)Changes in Pronunciation Old Nursery Rhymes can . . . give us good clues about previous
pronunciations. Take Jack and Jill - 'Jack and Jill went up the hill to fetch a bucket of water; Jack fell down broke her crown and Jill came tumbling after. The words water and after are awkward here and as you might guess, it's the word beginning with 'w' that is the culprit... [T]he vocal sound of water --[wahter]--moved to [wawter]. So water originally rhymed
with [after]. It wasn't a perfect fit, of course, because of the 'f' in after. However, in non-standard pronunciations, this 'f' was often omitted. Dickens occasionally spelled for as an artery. So it was probably more of a case that Jack and Jill went up the hill to pick up a bucket [wahter]; Jack fell down and broke his crown and Jill came tumbling [ahter].' Much
better! (Kate Burridge, Gift of Gob: Morsels of English Language History. HarperCollins Australia, 2011)StressThere is a great evidence that natives rely he he he on the stress pattern of words when they listen. In fact, experiments have shown that often when a native mishears a word, it's because the alien has put stress in the wrong place, not because he
or she mispronounced the sound of the word. (Joanne Kenworthy, Teaching English Pronunciation. Longman, 1987)Teaching Pronunciation A study at the University of Leicester highlights the need for a new approach to teaching English pronunciation, since English is now a lingua franca, with more non-natives in the world than mother tongue. It suggests
that the emphasis on the 'correct' pronunciation of English as depicted in films such as My Fair Lady and The King and I should cease in favor of [mutual understanding among non-natives, as well as celebrate the national identity of non-indigenous speakers. Therefore, a Chinese or Indian English speaker does not need to try to hide his or her origins in
trying to speak English 'properly'-- instead they should feel free to speak with their dialects and accents intact, as long as what they said was clear and understandable. (Study calls for a new approach to teaching English as a Lingua Franca. ScienceDaily, July 20, 2009)Proper NamesOn English probably more than in most languages, there is a laxity
regarding the pronunciation of pronunciation of pronunciation. The following pronunciations are a perennial wonder: Magdalen pronounced Maudlin, Beauchamp . . . Beecham, Cholmondeley . . . Chumley, Greenwich . . . Grinidge, Mainwaring . . . Manners, Leominster . . . Lemster, Marjoribanks . . . Marchbanks, Weymiss . . . Weemz. No one would wonder if
such names were despairing lexicographers. (Theodora Ursula Irvine, How to Pronounce the Names in Shakespeare, 1919) Pronunciation AnxietyI mentioned to a colleague that I had just recorded a radio segment on the pronunciation of the word niche. He exclaimed: 'That word always gets me! I'm never sure how to pronounce it. We commiserated over
our shared anxiety when confronted with this word. Does 'neesh' sound too French and too pretentious? Does 'nitch' make us sound unsophisticated? ... My colleague then added: 'And then Tribute! I don't know what to do with it either...' I agreed: there is the question of where the stress goes as well whether to say the original / h / . I added the word forte to
how-should-I-pronunciation-that mix.... The conversation left me thinking, though, about the valuable work that can get done if we are willing to talk about the anxiety that can come with these pronunciation puzzles and open space for students and others to put on the table words, they're not sure how to say, without worries, that someone is going to question
their education or intelligence if there are words more familiar to the eye than to the ear. And if someone is laughing, it's relief that someone else isn't sure how to pronounce that word. (Anne Curzan, Pause Over Pronunciation. The Chronicle of Higher Education, October 31, 2014)William Cobbett on Pronunciation (1818)[P]ronunciation is learned as birds
learn to tweet and sing. In some counties in England, many words are pronounced differently from the one in which they are pronounced in other counties; and between the pronunciation of Scotland and the Hampshire difference is very large indeed. However, although all studies on the causes of these differences are useless and all attempts to eliminate
them are futile, the differences are of very little real importance. For example, even if Scots say coorn, Londoners cawn, and Hampshire people carn, we know they all mean saying corn. Children will speak out when their fathers and mothers speak; and if the matter in joint conversation or in speeches is good and judiciously arranged, clearly stated, the
arguments crucial, the words well chosen and correctly placed, listeners whose approval is worth having will pay very little attention to the accent. In short, it is reason, and not sound, which is the subject of your persecution. (William Cobbett, A grammar of the English language in a series of letters: Intended for use by schools and young people in general,
but especially for the use of soldiers, sailors, apprentices, and plough-boys, 1818) The lighter side of English spelling and pronunciationMelville Dewey, inventor of the library classification system, spelled a word GHEAUGHTEIGHPTOUGH. Thus, GH is P, as in hiccough; EAU is O, as in beau; GHT is T, as in nothing; EIGH is A, which in neigh;PT is T, as in
pterodactyl;OUGH is O, as in itself. That is, potato. (Willard R. Espy, the best of an almanac of words at stake. Merriam-Webster, 1999) Pronunciation: pro-NUN-see-A-shun RD.COM Arts &amp; Entertainment BooksEvery editorial product is independently selected, although we may be compensated or receive an affiliate commission if you purchase
something through our links. Associated Newspapers/ShutterstockThe earliest single-language dictionary in English was known as Table Alphabeticall. Produced by a man named Robert Cawdrey in 1604, it contained about 3,000 words. It did not provide definitions, so synonyms; the author's purpose, he wrote, was to introduce more complicated words to
ladies, gentle women, or other unskilled persons so that they could better understand writings and sermons. To add new words to the dictionary. Dmitry Elagin /ShutterstockYou may be surprised to learn what the most complicated word in English is, that is, the word with the greatest number of separate definitions. And there are actually a few answers. The
current winner is technically set and it has held the title since 1989. In the edition of the Oxford English Dictionary had the word... wait for it ... 430 separate definitions. But in the next (print) edition of the OED, due out in 2037, there will be a new most complicated word in English, and a new champ. According to the editors, the word run has now amassed 645
separate meanings... for the verb form only! It's amazing to think that a three-letter word can carry so much meaning. Berna Namoglu / ShutterstockMove over, antidisestablishmentarianism! The longest English word generally displayed in dictionaries is pneumonoultramicroscopicsilicovolcanoconiosis, the name of a lung disease. It has 45 letters. According
to Lexico, this word was actually created to make fun of long, overly technical medical terms. But the brains behind the word hadn't seen anything yet. Another, much longer word is actually considered the longest in English with 189,819 letters- and that's another scientific term. It's the name of a protein nicknamed titine. It would take a full 12 pages to write
each letter out, so understandably, dictionaries choose to omit it. GlebSStock/ShutterstockYes, the 28-letter antidisestablishmentarianism gets a title of its own. It is considered the longest uninvented, non-technical word in most dictionaries. Admittedly, it is not in general use today, as it was created to refer to the Church of England in the 1800s. But another
word deserves a shout-out. According to Grammar, lack of understanding, at 21 letters, has been named the longest word in general use. Turn your curious brain to learn these facts about each letter of the alphabet, though you may not have room in your memory for all antidisestablishmentarianism. kuzmaphoto /ShutterstockThis is one of the quirkier tales
of the creation of the dictionary! William Chester Minor was a Civil War veteran who suffers from severe paranoid schizophrenia after experiencing the horrors of war. Specifically, he repeatedly had nightmares that there was an intruder in his room. One night in 1872, Minor shot at what he was sure was an intruder- it turned out to be an innocent passerby,
and Minor had killed him. Minor confessed to the murder, explained what prompted him to do so, and was committed to the Broadmoor Insane Asylum.While imprisoned on asylum, Minor began contributing to the Oxford English Dictionary's mail-in volunteer system, sending in words to editor, James Murray. Murray found that Minor (who he didn't know was
in an asylum!) was one of the most productive and by far one of the most valuable contributors. The two men were due to meet nearly 20 years after their correspondence began. I wonder what the early contributors would have thought of the funniest words added to the dictionary this decade! Casimiro PT/ShutterstockI end of each year, you'll probably see a
few lists of the funniest, most surprising, most slang-y words that were added to the dictionary that year. However, such lists contain only a handpicked few upwards of 1,000 added to the dictionary each year! In 2020, for example, Merriam-Webster added 550 words during the first cycle in April, and will announce even more during the second cycle. Of
course, such additions are outweighed by dictionary words that go extinct, for good and evil. Stephen Orsillo/ShutterstockDictionary editors are only people, so they make mistakes! Perhaps the most famous dictionary mistake of all time is dord, deceiving words. While editors were drafting words for 1934 Webster's New International Dictionary, a map for an
abbreviation accidentally ended up in the pile of word cards. (The plan had been to keep abbreviations and words separate.) The abbreviation was D or d, an abbreviation in uppercase or lower density. But when it ended up in the word pile, it was printed in the dictionary as Dord, meaning density. But no harm occurred; no one noticed the error for five years!
Sony Herdiana/ShutterstockIf it looks like it would be almost impossible for dictionary editors to remember every single solitary word you are correct. When the first edition of the Oxford English Dictionary debuted in 1888, it lacked the word bondmaid – and forgot to include it for 50 years! An old-fashioned (even then) term for a enslaved girl, bondmaid had
been for common use in the 1500s and was derived from a biblical translation. You may find it remarkable that it took until the 1933 edition of the word bondmaid to finally appear until you learn that it actually took 50 years for the second edition to come out. Bodnar Taras/ShutterstockI addition to the famous dord, there are quite a few other fake words that
have ended up in the dictionary. A few of these were derived from poems. One such word, which appeared in Richard Paul Jodrell's Philology in the English language in 1820, was phantomnation. Although it sounds like the loyal fan base of some kind of ghost creature, it's actually a word that comes from the epic poem The Odyssey. Odysseus travels to the
underworld and offers the phantom nations of the dead. Another word, redripening, came from a poem by Richard Savage. (It was actually red-ripening, describing strawberries.) Jodrell included that one in his collection too. These rotten poets; how dare they be creative with their use of language! Oleg Krugliak/ShutterstockBørns poet Shel wrote a poem,
called Memorizin' Mo, about a guy who remembered the dictionary. (We are unaware of all who have achieved this feat in real life.) It appeared in his 1981 poetry collection A Light in the Attic. Unlike the dictionary, the poem is very short. The full poem reads: Mo remembered the dictionary But just can't seem to find a job or someone wanting to marry
someone who remembered the dictionary. Yup, that's a bit of a downer! Marriage aside, here RD.com we would find someone who had remembered the dictionary to be a dream job candidate! Meanwhile, perhaps one of those funny flaws in famous works of literature will cheer you up. IMG_191/ShutterstockOf all the words that have been mixed up with
other words and had their meanings diluted over time, dictionary.com has declared one of the most abused of all. Any guesses? It's ironic. Their argument is that the word is almost never used correctly – you will most often hear it used to mean something that is funny, random or unexpected. And while it may describe something that is any of these
adjectives, it should be funny, unexpected, etc. because it is the exact opposite of what you would expect. So it's a much more nuanced word than its popularity suggests, but there are still plenty of funny true examples of irony that give you a good idea of what it really means. Historia/ShutterstockColor and color. Program and program. Catalog and catalog.
Why do British spellings seem to have these extra letters? Well, shortly after the Revolutionary War, the very pro-independence Noah Webster was determined that America, officially its own country, should have a distinct way of spelling from the British. That's why Britons and Americans spell color differently. He thought many British spellings were too
pedantic and filled with superfluous letters. So he wrote an essay in 1789 claiming that Americans were downright treacherous if they weren't completely on board with spelling reform. Years later, in 1806, he would publish a Compendious Dictionary of the English Language, which featured many of the Americanized spellings we still use today. But not all of
Webster's proposed changes came true. According to Vox, he wanted Americans to spell the tongue as heavy! anmbph /ShutterstockWhere would dictionary editors sometimes knowingly contain errors? To trap copyright infringers! Although copyright violators aren't the only ones they play with- there's a clever way dictionary editors prank each other. In
addition to dictionaries, other resource publications like encyclopedias and cards throw in a false word (or fact, or place), much on purpose. If a dictionary (or encyclopedia, or card) from another company produced later contains that fake, planted trap, bingo! The trickers know that trick-ees were stealing their work, rather than drafting and researching words
themselves. In the most famous case of this, the New Oxford American Dictionary slipped the word esquivalience in their 2005 edition. Lo and behold, esquivalience seemed, with its false definition, on dictionary.com. (It's gone now.) maradon 333/ShutterstockBreve, which starts the fewest words in English, is not very surprising: It's X! It still starts a good
400 words in the current Oxford English Dictionary. But when good old Noah Webster first produced his Compendious Dictionary of the English Language, the number of words listed beginning with X was a grand total... A! (It was of all things, xebec, which describes a three-mast vessel in the Mediterranean.) Sources: British Library, Robert Cawdrey's A
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